Dell EMC CloudIQ
Accelerate IT Operations with CloudIQ – AIOps for Intelligent Infrastructure Insights.

CloudIQ combines human and machine intelligence to simplify and accelerate operations in increasingly complex IT environments.

Reduce Risk
Proactive Health & Cybersecurity Monitoring
Machine learning scores an asset’s security and identifies potential vulnerabilities.

Performance Impact Analysis & Anomaly Detection
Machine learning for identifying abnormal performance. Time-series correlation and visualization for incidents that impact IT.

Workload Contention Identification
Detects performance issues and isolates the root cause.

Plan Ahead
Short-term Capacity Full-Prediction
Machine learning based on seasonality predicts consumption and adjusts over time.

Long-term Capacity
Extends capacity prediction in increments from 3 months to 2 years.

Improve Productivity
Breadth of Coverage
Single portal for monitoring the entire infrastructure stack: servers, storage, data protection, network, HCI, data storage-as-a-service, and data protection in public clouds.

Communication & Collaboration
Customizes, schedules and shares reports. Integrates data with third-party software to automate workflows.

Trusted Advisors
Supports Dell Technologies and Partner access to dashboards, notifications, and reports to expedite support and time-to-resolution.

AIOps across your IT Environment
Accelerate IT with Intelligent Insights

CloudIQ comes with Dell ProSupport Enterprise Services at no additional cost. For demos, data sheets, and white papers visit:

www.DellTechnologies.com/CloudIQ
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